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DIRECTOR'S REPORT In elaborating on his written
report, Bert Gold noted that
the Israeli Advisory Board was
planning its second meeting

which would be devoted to a discussion of the centrality of Israel. The Israeli
Board consists of a cross-section of leadership from the religious, business, industry,
secular, kibbutz, and cultural communities, but intentionally excluding political
leadership. Consideration is being given to strengthening representation from the
Israeli Sephardic community and from younger Israelis.

Considerable progress has been made in putting together an inventory of activities
in the field of Israeli-American Jewish relations. Selma Hirsh detailed interviews
with members of major Jewish organizations (World Zionist Organization, World Jewish
Congress, Hadassah, National Council of Jewish Women, United Synagogues of America,
Union of American Hebrew Congregation, etc.) which she, Eleanor Katz, Morris Fine and
Peter Brunswick conducted. It was clear that while all of the organizations sponsored
programs on behalf of Israel and interpreted Israel to their own members, no one was
systematically engaged in interpreting the American Jewish community to the Israelis.
After learning about the work of the Institute and hearing about its activities, the
representatives of these organizations expressed considerable excitement and willing-
ness to conduct cooperative programming. Those organizations engaged in programs
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which bring Israelis to the U.S. for their own purposes are prepared to collaborate
with the Institute to develop programs illustrating the diversity of the American
Jewish community.

An exploratory session is scheduled in Boston on May 8th with Israelis working
for a limited period of time with "hi-tech" industries in that city and with some
visiting Israeli academics. Selma Hirsh explained that this session is designed
to elicit suggestions and recommendations for future programming on the American
Jewi sh c ommun i t y.

The project on Israel-Diaspora Dialogues is being carried out by two researchers
in Israel. One is reviewing current projects; the other is analyzing the Diaspora-
Israeli dialogues that have been published since the creation of the State in order
to arrive at the themes of the dialogues and how these themes have been treated
over a period of years, looking toward emphases and insights for the Institute
program.

The Israel media study will review stories about American Jews and American Jewish
life which appeared in major Jewish newspapers and magazines over a three month
period. This will be followed by a content analysis of the Hebrew press to determine
which were picked up, thereby providing a preliminary look at how the Israel press
treats news about the American Jewish community.

Mr. Moses urged that before the orientation and training program with young Israeli
leadership dealing with the American Jewish community is initiated in the fall,
agreed upon reliable statistical data should be made available on trends and develop-
ing directions within the American Jewish community. These would provide a commonly
understood basis for examining American Jewish-Israeli relations.

Mr. Moses also emphasized the impact which the changes in the composition of Israeli

\

society could have on foreign policy. The general implication of the articles on the
Sephardim which have been appearing in the press is negative, using such conclusions
as the fact that Israel has become less Western, or less likely to be pro-U.S., or
is a two-class society. Other views argue that the commonality of interest which
existed between the U.S. and Israel is being dissipated, and therefore, U.S. policy
will not be rooted in the positive relation to Israel that Western society in general
has had in the past. He urged that the Institute's activities concern itself with
counteracting these negative developments.

It was Dr. Gottschalk's opinion that the study of each community's attitudes towards
the other could be most important and significant. The old basic relationships are
fading quickly. This period represents the threshhold of a new relationship between
Israel and all of the Diaspora, not alone the American Jewish community. All of the
presuppositions in the relationship — dependency, mutuality, reciprocity, some feel-
ings of kinship — may be in the process of radical change. It would be very valuable
to zero in now on thepossible directions that this change might take. In the view
of Arik Carmon, it is of crucial importance to explore the components of the relation-
ships developing in the present period of transition. The issue of Jewish identity
in the Diaspora and in America in particular is one which touches such controversial
areas as cultural pluralism. Nevertheless, there are avenues open to achieving under-
standing within the changing relationship.

•
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EXPRESSION OF DIFFERENCES WITH ISRAELI POLICIES Ira Silverman, Chairman
of a committee appointed to
explore this subject, sub-
mitted a prepared statement

which is attached and made part of these minutes.

In explanation, Mr. Silverman indicated that the document was not intended for
wide distribution but to serve as a guideline for consideration of the issue and
to clarify and reach a meeting of the minds of those who will be working with
these matters at the Institute. The premises included in the document represent
a consensus of the committee members on the basis of which their recommendations
were made.

Elmer Winter remarked that, in his experience, expressing disagreement in private
to Israeli officials has little if any impact, nor does it bring about change in
Israeli action. Ira Silverman pointed out that his committee recognized that the
private conveyance of opinion does not always meet the objectives. That is why
the committee explored other means of expressing views. Mr. Silverman also pointed
out that there are many Israelis who believe that as part of world Jewry American
Jewry has a profound stake in the destiny of the Jewish state; that they should
feel free to express themselves, keeping in mind the need to guard against irres-
ponsible action which might damage Israel's political position in the U.S.

Gordon Zacks suggested that a determination be made of the motivation of the
"dissent", a term he preferred to use. Is that motivation an intent to change
policy and if so, which policy, U.S. or Israeli? Is it to maintain personal or
organizational integrity and credibility in order to continue to be effective in
other areas? The ground rules which govern should be based on motivation, and he
urged the committee to consider the range in motivations and to develop appropriate
approaches for differing motivations. An alternative for consideration, Mr. Zacks
suggested, is to create a mechanism for an ongoing dialogue between Israeli and
American Jewish leadership elites to discuss and share points of view in a different
setting other than emergency substantive issues. He further pointed out that if
American Jewish leadership is to be more effective in Israel, it is essential that
it be more sensitive to an understanding of the politics existing in Israel and
conversely, Israeli leadership must have an understanding of American politics,
how it works, what the pressure points are, the risks, the counterparts. This would
provide the data required to make judgments in terms of different kinds of behavior
and in terms of the support or the. lack of support of the body politic in the U.S.
The dialogue mechanism offers an opportunity to educate and enrich the understanding
by both communities of the framework within which alternatives have to be pursued.
Max Fisher supported this last point stressing that Moshe Arens' experience in the
U.S. has had an impact on Israeli government policies since he assumed the post of
Minister of Defense.

George Gruen emphasized the need to be well prepared within limited time periods
for private meetings with government officials both in the U.S. and in Israel.
While obviously the decision on security matters rests with Israel, American Jewry's
expertise is important in providing guidance privately on how certain decisions will
impact on various sections of the American public.
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Although he had been a member of the sub-committee, Robert Rifkind expressed
his increasing doubt that creating guidelines will have an effect on the
establishment. Moreover, even with a minimal distribution of the statement,
there will be leaks, and the notion that there is a set of guidelines re-
cognized by the Jewish establishment as the appropriate circumstances for
dissent will prove counter-productive. It will tend to confirm the impression
of a monolithic and unitary voice. Further, he argued that inevitably such a
statement results in a process of "protesting too much" and produces a pretzel-
shaped set of explanations that may also become counter-productive. Finally,
Mr. Rifkind concluded, you can't come up with any guidelines except the fairly
obvious ones, all of which ultimately boil down to using "sechel" - which is
presumably the guideline under which we operate now. Rita Hauser supported
these views urging that prudential judgment be applied without resort to
guidelines.

Ira Silverman responded by pointing out that this issue is being debated openly
on a regular basis in the communities by those taking different views from the
thrust of the document. He expressed the opinion that sharing the prepared
statement with others may be helpful, a view in which Dan Yankelovich concurred.
Mr. Yankelovich pointed out that going public on differences is inevitable and
will increasingly occur. The Institute could take advantage of the channels of
communication and dialogue it is establishing in Israel to transmit the issues
on which segments of American Jewry intend to go public for the Israeli reaction
and responses, thus carrying the approaches beyond the third point in the pre-
pared document.

Stuart Eizenstat stated that he believed it would be useful for Jewish organi-
zations to have some broad guidelines when discussions on dissent take place,
particularly if it emanated from those who have studied the issues carefully.
That is why the guidelines should be distributed to the major Jewish organi-
zations and synagogues for their own considerations. Last, Mr. Eizenstat's
views coincided with those of Alfred Moses on the question of security versus
religious or peoplehood issues. In illustrating this he cited the recent vote
in the Knesset on the question of amending the Law of Return which was unrelated
to the security of Israel but has a direct effect on Diaspora Jews. While there
are issues such as the settlements which will not permit exact classification,
there are other issues related to the status of Conservative and Reform rabbis,
and religious pluralism, which are not issues of security.

Mr. Moses supported the use of the document with additional guidelines on
substantive differences in regard to Israeli government policy in the subject
areas of concern to the Institute. On the other hand, Maynard Wishner suggested

• that rather than preparing guidelines as to when one may or may not speak out,
I the committee's efforts be viewed as describing the considerations by thoughtful
I people of the dilemna leadership has as these issues are addressed.

•

The Advisory Board approved the document in concept, requesting that it be
refined to include the specific comments presented at this meeting. The re-
vised statement will be considered at the next meeting of the Advisory Board.

JEWISH AGENCY Max Fisher, who recently re-
turned from a meeting of this
important institution dealing
with Diaspora-Israeli relations,
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commented on the recent Institute publication, UNDERSTANDING ONE ANOTHER.
He underscored the importance of the work of the Institute in this regard
for it is one with which the Jewish Agency is dealing in view of its diverse
composition. At Mr. Fisher's initiative, the Caesaria Conference was held
several years ago to arrive at needed new directions for the Jewish Agency
for the balance of this century. A number of sub-committees are dealing
with redefining the Agency's goals and objectives; with Jewish education;
with Aliyah, giving special emphasis to duplication among various institu-
tions; with examining why Jews leave Israel and why Israelis return, etc.

Another committee is dealing with the problem of fiscal management and Mr.
Fisher disagreed with those who feel the UJA is no longer needed. What is
being initiated is increasing participation by Israelis in the financial
needs of Israel. Efforts are being conducted to involve Israeli citizens
in the Jewish Agency and to move away from the current representation of
elite groups from the political parties. There is a concerted drive to in-
volve younger leadership from the Diaspora as well.

MEETING WITH ISRAELI ADVISORY BOARD Maynard Wishner summarized
the discussions he, Elmer
Winter, Jack Stein, Richie
Maass, and Don Feldstein

had earlier in the month with members of the Israeli Advisory Board. There was
considerable interest in developing ways to utilize electronic communications.
In his view, the input of the Israeli Board will be very valuable and insight-
ful.

EXPANDING ECONOMIC CONNECTIONS WITH ISRAEL Elmer Winter briefly reviewed
the discussion on the American
Jewish-Israeli economic con-
nection that had taken place

at the Board's previous meeting in December of 1982. He pointed out that if Israel
is to achieve economic independence, research is required as to why American com-
panies are not investing in Israel . The committee which met in Chicago early in
the month thought this was a subject worth exploring and Mr. Winter wondered how
the rest of the Board felt. In the ensuing discussion, stress was placed on the
need to involve Israel's business community as an inherent part of any such project
and to determine whether or not the Israeli government is interested in having
this information.

One of the difficulties in implementation of this program is the cost. Max Fisher
suggested that research of this sort could only be successful if it had the three-
way support, financial and otherwise, of the private industrial sector in Israel,
the Israeli government, and the American Jewish community. Despite the reluctance
of some members who felt that this area should not be within the purview of the
committee, the Advisory Board endorsed the concept of exploring this subject
further, utilizing the Institute's Israeli Advisory Board and sounding out the
Israeli government to determine if there is an interest in the project.

IMAGES OF EACH IN THE OTHER'S MEDIA
^—••MMMM

This project will be co-
sponsored with the Israeli
Diaspora Institute and the
schools of Journalism - N.Y.U,
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and Tel Aviv, and perhaps Columbia. Professor David Sidorsky reviewed the
preliminary discussions that have taken place. These focused on the ex-
tremely negative media coverage of Israel during the war in Lebanon, the
possibility that Israel would again find itself on the front page or on
major network television in an unfavorable light in the event of another
crisis, and the implications for Israeli society of such wide and un-
favorable coverage.

The need to bring objective journalistic criteria and neutral decision-
making procedure to bear on this question could be met by the involvement
of the newly established Tel Aviv School of Journalism together with other
schools of journalism. This objectivity also could be guaranteed to some
extent by the fact that the subject would be looked at reciprocally i.e.
Israel through the prism of the U.A. media and the U .S. through the prism
of the Israeli media. Included as well would be objective professional
elements such as how decisions are made on space, objectivity of treatment,
topics of interest, etc. In these preliminary discussions problems of
access, novelty, newsworthiness, distortion for ideological reasons were
also topics for exploration. A committee consisting of working media people
and academics is in formation. It is hoped the committee will provide
historical background and objective research to some of the problems and
issues with which the Institute will be dealing.

In Israel, a steering committee consisting of representatives from the
print media, radio and television suggested that the subjects dealt with be:

- the quantitative focus of Israel in the American media
- standards of objectivity of treatment, questions of false symmetry,

perspective of the Middle East
- the question of Israel as a victim of a free society where the
negative aspects of society are portrayed and, on the other hand,
the question of censorship in Israel and American reporters'
complaints about such censorship

- the question of news management decisions and how they operate in
the U.S. and Israel

- the question of crisis situations and how these are treated by
the media and adequacy of such treatment

- how non-critical agenda issues such as the Sephardi-Ashkenazi
tensions, Israeli cultural life, etc. are treated in the American media

For the conferences in Israel and in the U.S., a core of 35 to 40 people
would be involved comprised of media decision-makers, academics, Jewish and
non-Jewish communal leadership, news managers, reporters, etc. Plans include
prepared papers on the topics and funding to be shared equally by the Israel-
Diaspora Institute and the Institute on American Jewish-Israeli Relations.

Subject to funding, the concept that the Institute would be one of the
sponsoring agencies of this project was approved.

NEWSLETTER TO ISRAELI DECISION-MAKERS Peter Brunswick described
the initial draft of the
proposed newsletter dis-
tributed to Advisory Board
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members as an effort to give Israelis a picture of the life and vibrancy
of the American Jewish community and to deal specifically with issues of
particular interest to them. A good deal of this is published material,
most of which is not reported by the Israeli papers. The newsletter is
intended to provide Israeli leadership, opinion makers and newspapermen
with points on which additional information will be sought. It has been
planned to be done in English with distribution to 500 influentials in
Israel.

While the concept of a newsletter in principle was approved, a number of
problems require further analysis. Bert Gold and Peter Brunswick will
carry this further, giving consideration to the possibility of a wider
distribution, frequency of publication and publishing in Hebrew and the
reactions of the Israeli Board to the sample edition.

NEXT MEETING This will be scheduled
in the fall, the exact
date to be fixed.

83-505-19
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EXPRESSION OF DIFFERENCES WITH ISRAELI POLICIES BY A>ERICAN JEWS

•

It is generally acknowledged that thoughtful American Jews may, from
time to time, have opinions regarding Israeli foreign and domestic issues
that may differ from official Israeli government policies. As citizens of
the U.S. and as an integral part of world Jewry, American Jews have a right,
and perhaps a responsibility, to express such opinions. What is not widely
agreed upon is how such opinions can most appropriately and effectively be
expressed. How can American Jews communicate their views to fellow Jews in
the U.S. and Israel, especially those that may be critical of, or differ
from, Israeli government policy, to have maximum impact on Israel without
jeopardizing U.S. support for Israel?

To reach some agreement or. these difficult questions, some premises
need to be stated and some options considered for the way such opinions
might be voiced.

PREMISES

-- We approach consideration of these questions as devoted and
determined supporters of Israel's security and survival as a
Jewish state.

— We are not citizens of the sovereign state of Israel which must
determine its policies primarily on its perception of what is in
the best interests of Israel. Howewr, ls:a*l requires the support
of the American government and of American Jewry to further and
protect those interests.

-~ We are an integral part of world Jewry with a profound personal
stake in the survival and flourishing of Israel as a Jewish state.
Therefore we have an interest in Israeli policies vhich may affect
the nature of the Jewish state and its ixpact on Jews the world over.

— We recognize the need for caution in public expression of disagreement
with Israeli policies. We are very much aware that:

i

., a) Israel faces hostile enemies on its borders, in world
diplomatic bodies and in various media. It lacks friends,
not critics.

b) American Jewish support of Israel as a strategic ally of
the U.S. is a significant political asset, helping to
build support for economic, military and diplomatic aid
to Israel within the Administration and in Congress. How-
ever, our capacity to exert such influence depends on our
credibility as a community that does not automatically echo
Israeli positions.

c) A corrollary of a) and b) is that criticism by American
Jews will be used by enemies of Israel in mischievous
ways to bolster their case against her.

(over)
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d) Our own lives are not physically on the line in Israel
and we may be inadequately informed about one or another
aspect of some of the most troubling issues at any
given time.

•

SOME POSSIBLE APPROACHES

Taking into account all of the above, we nevertheless believe that
American Jews will feel it important — out of our concern for Israel,
our own self respect or because of our particular insights derived precisely
from our American perspective — to express their differences with Israel
on some government policies and actions. We see no problem at all in con-
veying such opinions privately to Israeli officials. The difficulty arises
when we feel it prudent to express such views to our fellow Americans, to
other American Jews and/or to Israelis.

Several possible approaches suggest themselves:

1) It may be acceptable and even useful in affecting Israelis'
opinions and policies, to air such views in Israel, i.e., channeling them
through the offices of major American Jewish organizations in Israel,
through Israeli media, i.e., press, magazines, TV and radio interviews —
notwithstanding the risk that there nay be feedback to the American media.
In utilizing such channels the advisability of joining with like-minded
Israelis in statements of dissent might also be considered.

2) To affect the opinions of American Jewry, it should be accept-
able and may be useful to a) advocate divergent views in the various Jewish
national and local organizations and/or b) publish such views in tha ex-
plicitely Jewish r.edia of the U.S., such as the Anglo-Jewish weekly news-
papers and various monthly magazines — again recognizing the risk that there
may be "pick-up" or "spill over" in the general American media.

3) It must be recognized there ray be occasions when sor.e
supporters of Israel will feel so deeply about an issue that they cay be
impelled to express their views in the general media. We would hope that this

•would be done only as a "last resort" and that such communications would be
prefaced with a clear and unequivocal statement that differences with specific
Israeli government policies do not imply any diminution in their overall
support for Israel. They should also include a re-statement of consensus
positions such as the necessity for Israeli security and the indivisibility
of Jerusalem.

March, 1983
83-505-10


